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improving the software processes with the aim of
increasing the software quality [2, 19]. Software
processes improvement is the key of
understanding the software processes used at the
moment and change it with aim of improving the
quality of the software products [2, 5, 33].
There are many software processes suggested
like traditional ‘waterfall model’ and ‘agile
methods’ [2, 19, 21]. That used to develop
software within the software organization.
People and organization working and developing
software are looking on improving software
processes, this done basing on what specific
goals that the software developments
organization or developer
plan
want to
achieve[16,19] .There is no specific measure on
how the software process improvement is
measured but this can be observed due the
results that obtained after using the one of
specific process improvement and then the
results will be compared to the actual planned
results that the software organization have
been planned before starting of the software
projects[16].
Basing on this research that presented in
this thesis .That focus on the detection and
removal of the number of bugs during the
software process, there is another way of
observing if the software process is improved
or not .This is through
perceived problems
from
the
past
software
development
projects[58,59] . This means the new software
process are compared with the past development
approach of the past software project to see if
the problems obtained during the software
development are solved or not . And if the
problem minimized as planned then software
development organization or company will be
able to say that there is software process
improvement [3, 39]. This improvement requires
a lot the use of verification and validation
activities to be applied during each phase from
the requirements or specification as the early
phase of the software development and before

Abstract
Software Verification & Validation activities
are applied to all phases of software processes.
The aim is to improve the software processes and
have higher quality software, cheap and
delivered faster to the end users. There are many
verification and validation techniques that
already exist and people apply them to the
software processes but still have difficulties in
helping software companies to deliver higher
quality software within the required deadlines.
Research presented in this thesis suggests
Verification and Validation techniques that will
help software development companies or
organization to develop higher quality software
that is delivered as fast as possible. In the
project a comparisons are used to analyze
existing verification and validation techniques in
addition to the use of test cases. The major
finding of this work is that Verification and
Validation techniques will help provide higher
quality software and that is deliverable in the
required time period to the customer or enduser.
Keywords:
Verification
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Techniques, Software Process improvement &
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1. Introduction
It is true that there is a need of verifying
and Validating the software products before
delivering the final products to the end users
[2,10,14,66]. The aim of doing verification and
validation of software is that we need to check if
software programs or systems meet the client’s
needs or specification [1, 10, 12, 56]. Many
software companies or organization today are
focusing on delivering software products with
higher quality and delivered to the user within
the short time according the market and need of
the software products. There is a need of
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deliver of the software products to the end users
[7, 52, 53].
There are many traditional verification and
validation techniques existing and discussed
through the different literatures [1, 10, 43,
56].Also many organization and individual
people are applied them today. But some have
difficulties on helping them on improving the
quality of the software products, and deliver the
software within the short time [59]. This means
the software development organization focus
on the developing the software faster and
cheaper and also need to meet the software
market . Therefore some difficulties they get
once apply some of the software verification and
validation techniques like software testing
there are not sure about when they have to stop
the software testing and also doing only
software testing to the software project is not
enough to establish the confidence of using the
software product s[15,48, 53].
Therefore, due to the software project failure
and software application failure. This research
presented the need of verifying and validating of
the software product at the early phase of
software development [19]. Because it is
difficult to detect all the software error basing
on the software testing techniques only as the
verification
and validation techniques that
applied to many software organization now days.
Another difficult of using the software testing
as the software verification and validation is that
provide un clear information that all bugs are
removed or not[13,15]. This take a lot of time
to fix those bugs, therefore overall difficult
people they get of using some of the
verification and validation techniques is that
take a lot of time to fix the defects of their
software system ,and it is not possible to
involve the stakeholder that are going to use
that software project .For example using the
software testing only is not enough to trust
that there is no any defects in a specific
software system [ 49, 56, 66].
Research in this thesis present verification and
validation techniques that will solve this problem
this means we are focusing on the verification
and validation that will be able to remove
number of bugs or defects at early stages and
lead to the higher quality software products
within the short time i.e. meet the market
demands [14, 19, 66]. Many countries use
software a system through different applications
.And it is true that the failure of the software
operations can cause physical damage,
economical loss or loss of life [2]. This is true

that many software applications applied to the
government institution, social and critical system
[2] and also software application applied to
economical institutions. Therefore once there is
any failure in one of among those areas can
lead to the failure of the operation of the overall
system and due to that this can also lead to the
loss of the data or information once there is
failure of operation occur in transaction system
especially bank system.
Therefore in order to make sure that the
overall system is working as required is very
important to use verification and validation
techniques that focusing at the early phase of
the system development[51,56]. Take the
example of the development of the critical
system. The major factor that must be considered
is the use of the formal methods techniques. This
technique involves the formal specification [2]
and this is also the verification and validation
techniques that involved at the early phase of the
software system development and helping to
avoid the software system failure. Also it avoid
the time spend during the software system
development .Because this make sure that the
system meet the specified requirement [10, 56].
This means that verification and validation
processes applied through different areas like
hospitals, bank systems, central systems and
real-time systems. Therefore there is a need for
verifying and validating the software systems
before delivering them to customers or end users
doing this will avoid the problem of system
failure that can lead to the consequences of the
software system operations [2, 53].
This thesis is based on the software
engineering fields and highlights verification
and validation techniques among those
verification and validation that already exist and
discussed through the different literatures [1, 2,
9, 10, 43].That will help to improve the software
processes and software products will be
produced at higher quality and within a short
time[28,46]. There are many traditional
verification and validation techniques that are
already existing like software reviews, software
inspections,
formal
methods,
software
testing[10,43,56 ], but some have some strengths
and some have weaknesses once used or applied,
take a lot of time for discovering bugs or
removing bugs[33,34,49,53]. This research
presented in this thesis proposes to use the
verification and validation techniques that will
be able to improve the software processes and
deliver the higher software quality to the end
user within a short time, developing the software
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products according the quality required and
software market demands [8, 53].
This paper is focusing on the different kinds of
software verification and validation techniques
which help for improvement of software
processes [1,59]. Here we are following the
software process improvement, verification and
validation techniques as well as software
qualities with their characteristics in the back
ground section. Our paper methodology is in
section three, depending on the literature survey
and also based on experiments which we did in
personal software process improvement. Results
of this whole work are based on literature as well
as experiments. The discussion is in the section
five of this paper and after this we come on the
section six, conclusion. The section seven is
about the future planning of the paper and the
references of the material are in the list of
references, section nine.

model that used to determine the process
maturity of the software development
organization. Also the personal capability
maturity model (P-CMM) [2, 20, 41] is the
model for improving the level of individual
within the organization this means that people
working within software engineering area are
required to improve their competence and have
new knowledge according to change in software
engineering technology.
Personal software process (PSP) and the
Team software process (TSP) approaches helps a
lot for engineers working alone or working on
team basis to increase their performance and
have higher software quality[7,19,33]. This also
helps a lot on the software project management
and the progress can be seen as early stages.
Personal Software Process (PSP) is more
applicable during the individual bases
improvement. Software engineers need to see
improvement of their performance during the
software development increases and the higher
software quality are reached [42,46].
These include the planning of the activities
.choosing the software development metrics and
follow them .Software metrics help on the
measuring of what resources, processes and
products [29, 30, 33] that involved in the
software projects. The use of the software
metrics helps much on how we can control the
software project there are different number of
metrics that help a lot software development
organization to measure and also software
development organization can be able to control
what they have planned from the first time
because it is very hard to control what have been
planned if at the begin no any measure have been
done before[36]. Software metrics can be
categorized into three parts. These include the
software resources metrics, software products
metrics and software process metrics [22, 28,
46]. All these metrics have great advantage of
helping the software development organization
to follow what they have planned before and
make sure they control the software development
project[ 7 , 19, 28 ].
Therefore when we talk about the software
metrics we focus on how we can measure the
and monitor the software processes, software
products and software resources[49,50] that will
be involved in the software project, the
measures of all software products and resources
that can be usefully in developing the software
projects. This helps a lot on relating the new
development system and the existing system.

2. Background
This part is depending on the different
issues which are necessary for better
understanding of the materials concerned the
paper. The background section is divided into
the following sections below:

2.1 Software process improvement
When we talk about software process
improvement, we are focusing on improving the
software processes for the intent of increasing
the quality of the software products [2, 4, 8, 33].
This can be done through understanding the
original software process and change it in order
to increase the quality of the software products
[21, 33]. There are many software process
improvement approaches [2, 7, 19, 33]. That is
focusing on increasing productivity of the
software products within the organization form
individual level to the organization level.
Personal software process (PSP) and Team
software process (TSP) are the approaches that
focusing on increasing productivity for the
individual work or team work that performance
can be increased [19,33]. These are framework
of increase performance at each stage of
development. Software Engineering Institute
(SEI) suggested many software process
improvement approaches.
The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [20,
41] is one of the process improvement
framework suggested by the Software
Engineering Institute (SEI) [2, 5, 41]. This is the
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When it comes to software products metrics, it
is true that software development companies and
software developer need to estimate the size,
time, cost and the standardization of the software
products that they needed to be developed. And
follow them in order to be easy for them to get
clear picture of what products are going to be
developed at the specific software project [22,
31,46]. This is to say basing of the software
product metrics we can be able to estimate the
size of the software project that needed to be
developed. For example software developer can
be able to know how many lines of code are
needed during the software coding and it is easy
to estimate and follow. What number of the
documentation that we need to use in the specific
software project, not only that using and follow
the software product metrics there is number of
advantage we can get for software process
improvement. For example we can be able to
understand what and how many components that
are needed for the developing the software
program or system [29] because there is
possibility of using the different component from
the different vendors if the product metrics well
taken and followed during the software process
improvement. It is true that each software
component developed by specific vendors has
they own standard [24,25].
Therefore following of this metrics provide
also the standardization of the components that
involved in developing the software system as
specified from the original software projects.
Also using the software product metrics help the
software development company or organization
to estimate the size software products, these
include lines of code. Also it is very easy to
understand how many test cases will be derived
in specific program. Knowing all the derived
test cases that involved in the software program
it is easy to test and know how many test cases
passed successfully and how many test cases
have been failed [10,13]. This metrics when
applied during the software development makes
it easy to establish confidence of using the
system. Because it is easy to understand what
products used also these helping a lot for the
software process improvement because the
software developer can be able to understand
how many lines of code involved in the specific
program and reuse some of the line of the code
for developing the new program as the concept
of re using components is concerned [24,27].
Research presented in this thesis also shows
that following these metrics it easy also to
discover the software products that are not

2.1.1 Software resources metrics
The software development companies use the
resource metrics in order to see the progress of
the software project. The resources are basing of
specific development company depending of
how large the software project are developed
and how many number of resources that are
required in order to make the software project
successfully [35,38]. Therefore software
resources metrics depends according to what the
software development company has planned to
do. And this should reflect the specific goals of
that organization [25]. There are many number
of the software resources metrics that will help
the software development to measure and
monitor the software projects [47, 50].
Research in this thesis present some of
software resource metrics that help for
monitoring the software project. And also it is
very easy to see if there is need of improving the
software process of development or not. Basing
of the software resources that are allocated to
accomplish the software projects .And how the
planning done for developing software projects.
Software resources metrics includes the general
what quality of the development team they have.
This means the general experience, efficiency
and flexibility of the software development
members that involved in the software project
must be considered [30,38]. There is need of
considering how the technology needed and
required to make the software projects. And how
the new technology should be adapted .This is
very important factor to be considered because
now in the world there are rapid changes of the
software technology.
Therefore there is a need of software
development organization to monitor the existing
software technology and discuss how the new
software technology will be able to replace the
old technologies [24].
Software resources metrics also focus on how
to manage the software projects how to size of
elements and structure of software elements to be
controlled and followed should be discussed in
this type of software metric. That helps the
software development organization to see if they
reach the specified goal that planned at the
beginning of the software development and
planned stage [36,39].
2.1.2 Software products metrics
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working as required through reviewing the
software development documents that involved
in the software development processes [36].

can work together and improving the
performance of their work using team software
process approach (TSP)[5]. Team software
process (TSP) helps to simplify work and people
are able to exchange knowledge from different
software engineering skills thus leading to higher
quality software, accurately and minimize the
project failure.
Many
software
process
improvement
approaches are iterative and continuous approach
Therefore they use Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA)
processes [41, 42]. This is an iterative approach
of software development. Using this approach
there is no time limit on application for software
process improvement. It is possible to restart
with planning stage of the cycle according what
is required to be done in order to meet the goal of
the software project .This development cycle is
focusing to meet the need of the specified
requirement. Also time spend for each stage of
cycle depends on what activities have to be done
for each stage. There is no limitation of time on
the development software and this cycle focus on
the problem solving. If it happens that the
problem is not solved after the complementation
of the all stage of the cycle. The cycle will restart
gain [41].

2.1.3 Software processes metrics
When we it comes to the software process
metrics it is true that software development
process contains different phase these includes
the identifying the problem that must be solved,
the software analysis phase, software design
phase and software implementation phase [2,21,
28]. Therefore software process metrics provide
the measure of all the software development
phase from the requirement gathering to the
implementation phase. Through measuring all
the phase it is easy to control and follow each
process [31,32]. Applicability of software
process metrics it easy to understand what levels
of component are needed [24], and resources that
will be involved in the software development.
These include the stakeholder capability and
efficiency the management goals and expectation
from each software development process [22,27].
Each phase of using this metrics should be
allocate number of metrics to calculate and
follow them doing so it is very easy to control
the software development process, due to what
have been suggested from each phase of the
software development [7, 19, 33].
Basing on the research in this thesis that we
need to improve the software process and have
the higher quality software this means that once
the all process included in the software
processes are measured it is easy for the software
development organization or developers to
control their software processes. And following
these metrics will avoid to the consequence of
the project failure [3,7,19]. Also using the
Verification and Validation techniques for the
software process improvement there are number
of advantage from using these metrics because,
it is easy to trace the problem through reviewing
each metrics that involved in the software
development processes [19,33].
These metrics increase the software
productivity of the software products, using
these software metrics through the software
process improvement approaches. It is easy to
have higher quality software, also the bugs and
defects can be discovered easily when injected or
removed with the software system. This can be
done through the use good measurement of
metrics and the control of software process
improvement. Many software engineers with
knowledge of personal software process (PSP)

2.1.4 Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA)
The cycle consists on four steps and as
explained in details below:
Act

Plan

PDCA
Cycle

Check

Do

Figure 1: Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle [65]

2.1.4.1 Planning
This usually used to suggest and identify the
processes that should be used for the software
process improvement; also this step is used to
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define the problems that should be solved and
finding the source of Problems.

before delivering them to the end-users [1, 10,
56]. Doing this avoids the consequences of the
software system failure [1,2,15]. Verification and
Validation activities are applied through all
phases of software processes during the software
Development [21,2]. Verification and validation
are working together but they are not the same.
Validation is used to show if the’ right product
has been produced’ [1,.2] This means the
products meet the specified requirements.
Verification is used to show the ‘performance of
the software products’ [2,15]. But both
verification and validation show the correctness
and accurateness of the software products
produced. Verification and Validation are applied
with intent to show if there are presence of bugs
or defects. This is to say Verification and
Validation of software done with intension of
finding the presence of faults in the software
systems [9,11]. For example the missing bracket
functions or semicolon during the software
development [1]. After observation of faults or
defects they need to be corrected. Verification
and validation are mostly used to minimize
number of faults in the software systems.
There are many software Verification and
validation methodologies and techniques
discussed through the literature [1, 43] and used
in many software companies or industries now
days like software inspections, software reviews,
formal method, static analysis, software testing
and etc but all are intent to show the presence of
faults or bugs and prevent them [1]. Many
organization or companies dealing with software
development apply the verification and
validation techniques existing today during the
software development and system development
Other verification and validation applied during
all stages of software and still other are applied
before the end products delivered to the end
users. But the choice of verification and
validation techniques is very important in order
to reach the specific goal. Software development
companies are organization are focusing on
using verification and validation techniques that
leads to the higher quality software products and
detect and remove faults at the early stages of the
software development processes, within a short
time, error can be corrected as soon as observed
once the verification and validation process are
taken serious at the early phase of the software
development [15,56]. For example software
process improvement use the Plan –Do-Check –
Acting phase, after the checking stage of the
cycle it is observed that there is presence of the
bugs in the specific software system it is easy to

2.1.4.2 Doing
This section includes the implementation of the
Processes suggested and implementing the
suggested solutions for the planning section. This
is important part where by the implementation of
the suggested solution should be done carefully
for better solution.
2.1.4.3 Checking
This part is used to check if the solutions have
been implemented correctly or not. These
include the steps of reviewing the measures that
have been taken before and reviews can be done
before. The aim of reviewing is to see if the
specification is related to the solution
implemented or not.
2.1.4.4 Acting
During the acting process we focus on
following up of all implemented solution(s) as
the suggested solution(s) above.
Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle helps to
know what inputs and outputs are used during
the development in software products. This
means it shows if the solutions obtained are
working as required, efficiently and reliable for
the suggested systems [6, 41]. Based on the
software processes improvement, we are
focusing on selecting appropriate processes and
proper methods that should be used for
improving the quality of the software products.
This includes the understanding of the software
process that have been used at that moment and
changing it to increase the performance [6, 7, 19,
33].
The aim of this software process improvement
used within the software companies or industry
is to help them to improve the performance and
quality of the products according to the needs of
demands [2]. Also improve the individual skills
and performance of doing work within the
software engineering areas.

2.2 Software Verification & Validation
(V&V)
When it comes to software verification and
validation, it is true that there is a need of
Verifying and validating of the software products
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the system or software started to be developed
and the finishing time, project lead time and the
timelines of the software project. When it comes
to the product related quality, we have also
numbers of attributes we are focusing to
consider. These include efficiency, reliability,
usability and maintainability of the software
products. Therefore, the two attributes should be
balanced [2, 22, 27]. Doing so, the higher quality
software can be reached [17]. It is true that for
many software companies or industries
developing software systems focusing on
delivering higher quality software to the end user
or customers and within the short time [17]. It is
not recommended to wait to deliver the software
products to the end user customers until the
demands of that software product is passed or the
demand of that software product is out of the
market demand [2, 4, 8]. Cost of the software
projects and the timeliness are the major factors
for the success of the quality software products
[4, 8].

prevent and remove the errors at the acting stage
but this cycle can restart again depending on the
need of the software system.
In order to avoid the software or system
failure the verification and validation should be
able to prevent the number of faults at the early
stage of the development so that to avoid
spending a lot of time during the software
testing. Therefore the use of verification and
validation techniques is the key of success of the
software project increasing the number of faults
prevented and avoided and leads to the higher
quality software quality [44].

2.3 Software quality & characteristics of
quality software
Quality of software is very important for the
software market now days. When we talk about
the software quality we mean that the ‘specified
software products or systems meet the specified
requirements or specifications’ [8, 37]. This
avoids the consequences or problems of the
system failure like socio-technical systems and
safety critical system in which these types of the
software system depend on the software,
hardware and people are also the part of the
system. Therefore once this system is developed
there is need of meeting the specified
requirement. That is to say when these system
meet the specified requirement usually are
grouped as the software quality products [40,46].
Let us take for example air craft operation as one
type of critical systems, where software which
once one part fails to operate well can lead to the
failure of all the systems and eventually can
leads to the lose of life of people [2]. Software
quality depends on two major attributes or
factors. These are software processes that can be
used to develop the systems and product that is
used to make the specified computer system. In
short we call them the ‘process related quality’
and the ‘product related quality’ [2, 17, 40].
These two attributes are very important for
software developing companies to have higher
quality software [2, 4, and 8]. Products process
related quality and product related quality
attributes contain a number of the different
attributes that are very important during software
development and are very important factors to be
considered for producing the quality software
products within a short time [4].
Process related quality addresses issues such
as cost of developing the software, the time that

S.

Process Related
Quality

Product Related
Quality

1.

Timelines

Maintainability

2.

Cost

Usability

3.

Development Time

Reliability

4.

Project lead Time

Efficiency

Figure 2, Processes & product related quality
[64]

3. Methods
The methods are following below:

3.1

Literature Survey

The literature survey in this thesis focusing
on the peer – reviewed materials this including
the different books and articles from different
authors focusing on the Verification and
Validation techniques used to provide the
quality inputs of this research presented in this
thesis[62]. Approximately 40 books where
reviewed and this used as the primary literature
survey method. Many quality inputs obtained
from here from different number of authors who
wrote about the Verification and validation
processes, software process improvement
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approaches, software quality and software
testing.
Collection of the different articles basing on
the research presented in thesis reviewed and
input information obtained to provide
information that used to support the research
presented in this thesis.
Also in order to have quality inputs of
information basing on the Verification and
Validation techniques, software testing, software
quality and software quality. This research used
to compare different ideals from the different
authors using the existing publication using the
keywords from the source database connected to
the search engine like www.google.com.
Generally the relevance materials and quality
input basing on this research presented in this
thesis. Where obtained when the Software
Verification and Validation books reviewed, preknowledge of the Verification and Validation
process .Also different publication that obtained
from the source database connected to search
engines used in this thesis to provide the quality
input of information [63].

meet or consistent with the specified
specifications of the suggested
software
program or systems[43,56] . Software testing is
one of the
verification and validation
techniques that involve the running of the
implementation of the software programs where
by data have to be tested[11-15] .Usually
software testing used to show the presence of
bugs or defects that introduced to the software
programs[11,52].
Many software companies and software
developer apply software testing as one of the
verification and validation techniques for intent
of showing the presence of bugs to their software
systems and find the means of removing errors
from the software systems. Verification and
validation applied as dynamic verification and
validation techniques. This means changes
according to the time and the specific software to
be tested at that moment [2, 10, 13]. This
consists of two types of software testing that
many software companies apply them today
these includes.
4.1.1.1 Validation Testing

3.2 The Experiment
The validation
used to show that the
software that developed meet the clients or
customer needs
and meet the specified
requirements according to the market
demands[2,40] .

Research Presented in this Thesis not used full
implementation but the experiment of individual
project using the Software process improvement
used to support the results obtained in thesis.
The experiment done with intension of
improving the quality of the software program
through following different software metrics like
time metrics, testing metrics, design review
metrics and etc [61, 63].

4.1.1.2 Defect Testing
This is one of the software validation
techniques that applied to show the general
inconsistence of the software systems that
produced or the software system that developed
and the meet the requirements that specified
before[ 2,13,15] . Generally used to show the
inconsistence between the system produced
and the requirements that have been specified to
build that system. Defect testing and validation
testing are working together as the software
testing approaches as well as the verification and
validation techniques. But the deference to this
two techniques is that during the validation
testing it is easy to find the presence of defects
or bugs of that system and using the defect
testing it is not easy . As we know the key
success of the software testing techniques is to
be able to detect the presence of bugs or defects
to the software system or program [11, 15, 48].
There is no important to perform the software
testing if there is no possibility of discovering

4. Results
We derived some results from literature survey
as well as from experimental which are given
below:

4.1 Over view of the Literature survey
Here we are categories in different parts which
are below:
4.1.1 Software testing Technique
Software testing is the one of the techniques
of the software Verification and Validation. As
we know the Verification and Validation
processes applied to the software processes to
verify that the software systems or programs
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Software integration is one of levels of
software testing [13, 48]. Also is verification
and validation technique that have number of
advantage on software process improvement
.This techniques involves the many components
and many components must be tested to see if
no problem occurred during the building of
the system or during the system integration[
11, 13,15]. This is to say the applicability of this
technique to the software verification and
validation basing on how the software system
are developed and components how connected to
form the overall system. This technique applied
to many software organization to check if there
is any faults occurred during the system building
or not and each component that involved in the
software development are tested. Doing that
keep the confidence of the using the software
system later on [53, 59]. And also avoid the
failure of the software system because overall
system is tested and checked if there are errors
occurred during the integration of the
components that involved on building the
system[ 2,14] .

the presence of bugs or defects to the specified
software [11]. Software testing as the one of the
verification and validation techniques applicable
to test many software system application like
critical systems, Real-Time system and many
software system application in order to remove
the errors that can lead to the faults of the
software system . Failure of much software
system can lead to the consequence in life [1, 2].
Therefore software testing is very important
techniques for the verification and validation
techniques that help to detect the number of
defects and then its is easy to take measure on
removing the defects discovered from the
software system[53,59]. Testing of the software
system are categorized into different levels
basing on what to be tested . Research presented
in this thesis present number of levels of the
software testing the can help to find number of
errors within the software products .
4.1.1.3 Software Unit testing or Component
Testing
This is one of level of software testing [913] used in testing the software system where by
the component are tested before being used Or
individual component are tested that involved
in the design of the software system . Applying
this technique it is easy to see if the component
used or the component that will be used in
designing the software application will be able to
meet the requirement specification[ 10,11,14]. It
is true that many software organizations now
apply the component technology [24]. In order
to establish the confidence of using component
developed by different provider these techniques
is more useful in this thesis as one of the
Verification and Validation techniques and
generally included in the software Techniques.
Using this software technique in software
process improvement help on avoiding the
failure of the software application system like
critical and socio-technical systems [2]. This
means the component are easily to be tested and
confirmed if are working properly .This is one
of the verification and validation and
verification techniques basing of the software
testing that help on finding if the component
are working proper or not[1].

4.1.1.5 Software Acceptance testing
This level of the software testing techniques
[13, 48] and involves large number of customer
or end user that use the system. The end user use
to test if the systems are going to use is meeting
the requirement that specified. This involves the
testing of the system functionality and this help
to make confidence of what system is usefully
for their applications. Also this is the one of
the software verification and validation
techniques that focusing on checking how
system is performing work. This technique
involves many stakeholders that use the specified
system. It is easy to see if the software system
meet the specified requirement and this help the
customer to accept or reject the final project that
developed by the developer.
Testing the software system before the use of
it is very important and this give the clear
knowledge as soon as possible if the final
software product is going to be reached or not
.This can help on improving the process of
development because if there is observation
that the
software system not meet the
requirement that needed by the user or not meet
the specified requirements. It easy for the
developers to check what was wrong and this
done not for the purpose of punishing the
software developers or the make complaining to

4.1.1.4 Software Integration Testing
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the software developing company but this help
on improving the software process to the next
development. Also focusing to have the higher
quality software in the future [33, 46]. Therefore
the type of the software testing works also as the
verification and validation techniques to make
sure customer get what they want and help on
making the customer to trust software system
that are going to use .

software component, that used to form the
software component [11-13] .Basing on the
research question presented in this thesis
these two level of software testing does not
give the clear picture on how the software
defects can be prevented but provide the means
of testing the software system . Software testing
is not enough to establish the confidence of
using the software
system therefore this
techniques help on improving the software
process but not give information on how the
software defects can be prevented and voided .
These two levels of the software testing provide
only the way on how to detect the software
defect. But these two levels not provide the
means of preventing the software defects or bugs
within the software engineering project.

4.1.1.6 Software System and Regression
Testing
Software system testing and software
regression testing are the two levels of software
testing [26].Apart from the software component
or unit testing and software integration
testing[11,13] that surveyed in this research
presented in this thesis .This is to say apart of
testing the individual component ,also the
overall system can be tested to see if there is no
problem
during the
exchange
of the
information from one component to another
.Software system testing make sure there is
flow of the information among the connected
component used to form the entire software
system . Doing that is very easy to avoid
miss communication among the component
that used to form the specific software system
[24, 53] .Let take example of the airplane if
there one operation fail to operate properly it
can cause accident. Therefore the software
system testing as discussed from literature
sources when performed help to understand if
there is passage of information among the
system
components[11] . Also
this is
Verification and Validation techniques because
software testing is also the Verification and
Validation techniques .Apart from the software
system testing
level there is software
Regression software testing .This level of
testing software is basing on finding if there
any probability of change of the software
functionality when the change occur among one
of the software component[11]. This is the
critical issue because once one component
among the different component used to form the
specific system change there is possibility of
change of operation of that system . Because
during the change there is possibility of missing
of the software requirement and this can lead to
the failure operation of the software system.
Therefore applicability of the software
regression testing is to make sure it discover
if there is functionality change of the software
system when there change occur among the

4.1.2 Software Design review Technique
Software design review is used as verification
and validation techniques to the software
process improvements .This technique used by
software development to review the design and
the requirements[8,60].Design review techniques
applied to the early phase of the software
processes[19] .It is easy to detect the defects of
the software design if there is some missing
function using this techniques as soon as
possible when all the documents of the design
are review at the early phase of the software
processes . Using this technique it is easy to
avoid using the large number of resources to
develop the software. That will not provide
software products that required by the customer
or according to the market need [10, 56].
This technique is performed by number of
people .This includes the developers and all the
stakeholders that involved to that software
system . Doing that help development team to
know the progress of the software system .This
is to say using the design review technique it is
easy to manage and evaluate the development
software projects. Also it is easy to confirm that
the software system will meet the customer
needs at the early stage of the software
development before the final products are
achieved [66]. Design review approach which is
one of software verification and validation
techniques help a lot on showing the
completeness , the correctness and accuracy of
the software system .Doing so it is easy to
establish the proper basis to the next phase of
the software development[21,43].
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inspection technique is applicable for all part of
the software development and involve of the
stakeholder of that software system, using this
technique each phase of the software
development is inspected and reviewed at the
same time, instead of waiting to test the
complete software system[54,60].
Due to some research that have been
conducted by some software organization that
use this techniques it shows that using this
technique it is easy to improve the standard
documentation of the developing software
projects for future. It is true that people changes
but standard that used to develop the software
system can remain the same for number of years.
Therefore this techniques help on improving the
documentation for intent of improving the
quality of the software product.
Also using this technique it is easy to see the
visibility of the software project that developed
before the final products are delivered to the
customer. This means using the technique all
the stakeholders are involved in software
Project development This it can be easy for the
end user to trust the system their going to use
[2,51]. Therefore software inspection techniques
when used as verification and validation process
help on improving the software process. Also
doing that it is easy to have higher quality
software products [12, 40].

4.1.3 Software code review Technique
This is one of the verification and validation
techniques applied to the software process
improvement in order to help the software
process improvement This approach is used to
many software developing companies to have
high quality products of the software[54,56,60] ,
system or programs and software products
delivered to the customers or clients within a
short time. After code being written they should
be reviewed this is applied as one of the quality
assurance activities as well as the Verification
and Validation processes to the software process
improvements [9, 10]. In order to have higher
quality software ,code review technique used to
make sure that code written by the developer or
software engineers are correct and in order to
avoid spending a lot of time during the software
testing this techniques prevent the introduction
of defects during the software testing at the
early phase of the software development .Code
review establish the confidence of codes before
tested . Testing software is very important but in
a real sense using the software testing as the
verification and validation techniques is not
enough to the software to be sufficient for the
use of the software system [12,15]. In order to
establish the confidence of using that software
system there is need of reviewing code that
written before tested and doing so the early
progress of the of the software system developed
can be seen .This technique is going parallel
with the software design review and software
inspection techniques that used to prevent error
, detect and remove error at the early phase of
the software development[2].

4.1.5 Comparison between the software design
review and software code review techniques
Both software design review and the software
code review are applied as verification and
validation techniques for the software process
improvement .And for improving the quality of
the software products[2,54] . Therefore both
always used to be applied at the early phase of
the software system development. Software
design review used to review all the
requirements and design .Also improve them
for the intent of obtain the higher quality
software products and developing the software
system within a short time.
The software code review used to show that
the code written without error by considering the
design that have been made before [54].
Therefore software design review and the
software code review are the depending each
other .when the design is done correctly it is
easy to map the design into coding [1,2] . This is
to say the better the design the better the code
produced. Therefore both techniques used to
improve the software processes .And doing so

4.1.4 Software inspection Technique
Software inspection is one of the one software
verification and validation techniques and used
to the software process improvement. This
technique involves the inspection of the all the
documents , requirements and implementation
of the software programs or system[ 14, 51]
.This usually involves large number of the
stakeholder that involve to the software projects.
These include the software developer, customer
and software engineers. This technique also is
called software peer review is performing work
as software review techniques but this take
large space of application compared to the
software design review and software code where
by one specific area is inspected but software
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higher quality of the software products are
reached. Also the progress of the software
development can be observed at the early stage
of the software development [12].

program and sometime lead to software project
failure[1,53, 59].
4.1.7 Comparison between software inspection
and software testing Techniques

4.1.6 Comparison between software code
review, software design review and software
testing Techniques

Software inspection is applicable as software
review techniques. This means used this
technique all the documents are reviewed to
check if there are any defects injected and
prevent [2, 51, 60]. Also software inspection
techniques involve the all the software process
activities and involve also the stakeholders of the
specified software system .Using the software
inspection as the verification and validation
techniques. It is easy to see the progress of the
software project at the early phase of the
software development. And it is easy to prevent
the large number of bugs or defects at the early
phase of the software development[2,19,54]
Coming to the software testing techniques is that
software testing technique depends of the good
job done by the software inspection during the
development software system[19].The better the
software inspection job the better the software
testing. This is to say once all software
documents are reviewed at the early phase of the
software development and also the large
number of defects once are prevented at the
early stage of the software development This
help to decrease large number of defects that can
be
found
during
the
software
testing[51,52,53,60] . Doing the software testing
is not enough to establish the confidence of
using software system but doing the software
testing if to show the presence of bugs that are
involved in that system[53,56,59].
Therefore in order to avoid to spend a lot of
time for finding and fixing larger number of bugs
during the during the software testing. It is
advised in this research paper that the use if
software inspection technique must taken serious
at the early phase of the software development
process .And this must applied as the
verification and validation techniques to help
the organization to deliver the higher quality
software and within the short time instead of
spending the large amount of time on testing
the software system[19,60] . In order to, show
the presence of bugs without knowing how to
prevent them. But both software testing and
software inspection are used as verification and
validation techniques to help software
developing organization to detect , prevents
and avoid the bugs or defects of the software

In order to establish the confidence of the
software program or software system we should
apply the software code review and software
design review techniques that will help through
preventing the introduction of bugs or defects
from the early phase of the software
development processes instead of waiting at the
end of software development[15, 51 ]. Software
design review and software code review
techniques are working together. Both are
applied with intent of detect and remove the
large number of the bugs or defects at the early
phases of the software development product [9]
.This help to check if the correct code have been
written before complied .Doing so help the
software testing process [19, 54]. And this will
not take a lot of time during the testing software.
Therefore the software testing depends on the
sufficient work that done by the software design
review and software code review and other
verification and validation techniques that
applied at the early phase of the software
development process[1,21] . Doing the software
testing and driving the software test case is not
enough to making sure that all the defects have
been removed but software testing intent to show
the presence of bugs or defects that introduced
to the specific software program or system
[13,49].This will consume a lot of time if large
number of the defects will be found during the
software testing phase and sometime leads to the
software failure [2,11].
Therefore in order to minimize the time spend
during the software testing it is advice to take
serious measures
on the verification and
validation techniques that used at the early
phase of the software development .This is to
say the number of defects can be discovered
during the software testing depends of the what
have been done before if the software design
review and software code review have done
correctly there is possibility of escaping the
software testing[19]. But if the verification and
validation process are not applied correctly at
the early phase of the software development
processes there is possibility of detecting the
larger number of the bugs in the software
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system during the system development and
before delivering to the customer[1,10,15 ,56].

stopping the software testing all the defects are
removed or not [48, 53].
Therefore this observed that it consume a lot
of time on doing software testing compared to
the software inspections and software review
Techniques[19,53,56, 59] ,

4.2 Result from the literature survey
Results obtained after the surveying of the
deferent literature sources . And by comparing
the different existing software Verification
and Validation techniques . It is Show that the
Verification and Validation techniques that
applied at the early phase of the software
development have great advantage on improving
the software development processes. And the
higher quality of the software products are easy
to be obtained from the early phase of the
software development [9,15,66] .
Research presented in this thesis also
observe
that once the Verification
and
Validation techniques applied at the early phase
of the software development it is easy to see
the progress of the of the software projects as
soon as possible[8,54,66] . Also result from the
literature survey show that the software testing is
one of the software Verification and validation
techniques. But doing software testing of the
software is not enough to establish
the
confidence of the using the software system,
because software testing is focusing show
presence bugs that is not a key factor of
improving the software process [51,56].
Therefore
after
reviewing
the
literature survey we came to conclude that the
software inspections , software review , software
code review formal specification and software
design review have big advantage on helping
the software developing organization to obtain
the higher quality software. Because once the
Verification and Validation techniques are
applied through the all phases of the software
development. This help on increasing the
understanding of the software system .Many
error that detected at the development phase
of the software development is very costly and
expensive the be corrected compared to the
detection of the software error at the early
phase of the software development [1,19,21] .
And also the software inspection involves all
stakeholders that are going to use the software
products of the developed system [14, 60]. Also
after reviewing the software testing techniques
we see that software testing is the best way of
showing the presences of defects on the software
system but doing software is not enough to
establish the confidence of using the software
system[9-13]. Because we are not sure just after

4.3 Results from Experiment [See
Appendix A-E, 61]
This research presented in thesis is not using
full implementation but the experimentation
basing on the personal software process
improvement project [7,19, 61] of the software
engineering area used to support the results
obtained. And we have obtained many
conclusion from the results obtained. We used
the personal software process improvement
approaches. Where each process checked and
some verification and validation where compared
due to their applicability and efficient on
helping the software processes improvement
approaches to produces the higher quality
software products and within the short time
[19, 40, 42] . Experiment in this Thesis basing
on development of deferent software programs
with intent of improving the quality of each
program .Through following of software metrics
and improving each metrics This includes the
time metrics, testing metrics ,code review
metrics design review metrics and etc [19,
47,49,50] for each phase of the software
development process[49, 50] .
Results of the experiment in this thesis are
shown through the deferent graphs below. That
obtained during the software development,
graphs shows how the number of defects injected
and removed through each phase. And from
each graphs there are numbers of observations
that have been stated.
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Personal software process(PSP) [7,19, 61] for
the aim of improving the
quality and
performance of the software [4, 8, 42,46], also
the graphs shows how the defects was injected
in coding and design phase[3,19] , The above
graphs shows that many defects injected in code
, and the percentage of defects injected through
the design phase is not some much, therefore this
shows that we spend a lot of time in coding and
this indicates that the early phase of the system
development where not taken in serious that
leads to many number of bugs or defect during
the coding phase therefore this graphs as result
obtained concludes that we did not spent a lot
of time for the design review and software
inspection that is why we spend a lot of time
during the software coupling and many defects
injected during the compiling of the software
code
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Graph 1, The percentage of the defect
injected on design & code level by Phase with
program number, it show the defects by each
programs up to first four programs . But the
zero is also showing in this graph because we
have total four programs. This means
program (05) was not developed in this
experiment. Therefore no data recorded for
its defects found [61].
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Graph 3, the percentage
of the defect
removed on test, compile, code review &
design review level by Phase with program
number, it show the defects by each programs
up to first four programs .But the zero is also
showing in this graph because we have total
four programs. This means program (05) was
not developed in this experiment. Therefore
no data recorded for its defects found [61].
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Graph 2, the percentage of the defect injected
on design & code level by Phase with program
number, it shows the defects by each program
of all programs. But the zero is also showing
in this graph because we have total eight
programs. This means program (09) was not
developed in this experiment. Therefore no
data recorded for its defect found [61].
The above graph1 and graph 2 are the result
that obtained during the Software engineering
project of developing the software using the
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The verification and validation processes have
positive advantages on helping these software
processes through detecting and avoiding the
bugs or defects introduced in the software
products [10,56]. Verification and validation
processes have number of applications that
improve the software process and detecting bugs
injected and remove from the software system
for the aim of improving the quality of the
software quality [37, 40]. Basing on the domain
of this thesis as the software engineering area the
results shows that verification and validation that
applied at the early stages of the software
development processes are the one that have the
great advantages to make software projects
succeed and at the end provide high quality
software project [17, 46]. The use of the
verification and validation techniques is very
important and this thesis suggest the use of the
verification and validation techniques as soon
as the development of software system starts
from the software requirement gathering phase
[1,19,56]. Doing so will avoid the consequence
of the software project failure. This theory of
using the verification and verification techniques
at the early stages of the software processes is
very important factor especially during the
development of the software critical, sociotechnical and Real Time system [2, 59] .Doing so
help a lot to avoid the failure of those systems
that are very important software system
applications and applied to many application like
in economical, social and government sectors.
It is already proved that if these system are
not designed carefully
they can lead to
consequence to the society if one part fails to
operate as required this means they can cause
the physical damage , economical loss or loss of
life[2,59].
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Graph 4, the percentage
of the defect
removed on test, compile, code review &
design review level by Phase with program
number, it shows the defects by each program
of all programs .But the zero is also showing
in this graph because we have total eight
programs. This means program (09) was not
developed in this experiment. Therefore no
data recorded for its defects found [61].
Graph 3 and 4 above are the results obtained
during the software design review , code review
testing and compiling of the software program
when experiment where conducted . And the
results shows that many defects where injected
during the
testing phase of the software
program and compiling phase of software
program . Graphs 3 and 4 above show that we
did not take serious measures during the
program design review phase and the program
code review phase as the early processes of
the software verification and validation
processes that is why many defects was found
during the software testing phase and the
software code compiling phase .

Therefore the use of the verification and
validation techniques that applied at early stage
of the software development like software
inspections formal specifications and design
reviews will be the key of success to these
systems. The progress of these system will be
shown as soon as possible and the customer or
end use we have high confidence to these system
s . Many software engineering project failure is
not because of the poor knowledge of the
software engineers or the software developer
.This is because of the poor software process
improvement and the use of the verification and
validation techniques at the reasonable time[
1,19] .

5. Discussion
It is true that there is a need of software
quality among the software system that
developed
by
software
development
organizations or companies. That is to say they
need to develop the software system that meet
the customer or clients needs according to the
market demands and time [8, 17]. Many
software process improvement approaches have
been investigated and suggested by the
software Engineering institute(SEI)[19,20, 33] to
help software companies to improve their
processes in order to increase the quality of the
software products[19,33].
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The aim of developing the software
system is not just for the software development
companies or developer only. But this involves
the consideration of the markets demands and the
customer needs at the reasonable time [24]. This
is to say the quality of the software products is
very important and also the time management
is the key factor for making sure that the higher
quality software products are derived to the end
user within short time[2,40,42,46] . Domain of
this thesis is software engineering and is
addressing how the organization or software
developing companies will be able to have
higher software products and also those
products have to be delivered to the customer
within the short time with the support of the
verification and validation techniques to the
software process improvement[19, 37,56] . This
is the research question presented in this thesis
the answer to this research question is that the
early the better .This means that the verification
and validation techniques that applied at the
early phase of the software development are the
ones shows the progress of software projects
at the early phase of the software
development[1,10,15,19,53,56] .This is to say
the visibility of the software projects are
observed from the early phase of the software
development and it is easy to improve the
software process once defects are obtained at
the early phase of the software development.
Research presented in this tried to compare the
different existing verification
and validation
techniques [1, 10, 13, 15]. From the different
literature sources, books and the implementation
that done through project study from one of the
software process improvement. And the result
shows that the Verification
and Validation
techniques once used and once the software
projects verified and validated at the early phase
of the software development it is easy to
provide the quality software products.
When the software developed without verified
and validated at the early stage of software
development many fails [1, 19]. Therefore this
thesis suggest the use of the verification and
validation techniques for the software processes
from the start of the software development
.Some of techniques that applied at the early
phase of the software development, includes the
use of software design review , software
inspection and
software code review
[1,2,19,439] . These techniques once applied as
the verification and validation processes provide
the way to have higher quality products and
many defects can easily detected and prevented

at the early phases
development[1,2,15,53]

of

the

software

6. Conclusion
Software development organization , software
engineers and all software development
companies will be able to have higher quality
software only if number of defects from the
software products introduced through each phase
of the software development will be prevented as
soon as possible during the each phase of the
software development process[8,14,19 ,21,40,42]
.This means that the use of the verification and
validation processes should be taken seriously
at the early phases of software process .This will
help to prevent larger number of defects and
within a short time instead of using the software
testing only at the end of the software
implementation[ 15, 19, 43].once the verification
and validation process applied as soon as the
software development starts will reduce the
amount time spending during the software
testing phase and sometimes it is not easy to
detect and avoid all defects or bugs using the
software testing only[19,53,56].
Therefore in order to establish the confidence
of using the software system. And in order to
make user to trust software products [52, 53]. It
is very important to check if the system
developed will meet the need of the user and the
requirement specified .Doing that will avoid the
consequence of the software project to fail to
perform operation as required [2,9,48].
Therefore the use of the verification
and
validation techniques at the early stage will help
a lot software organization to reach their goals
and improvement of the software process[1,19]
.The software process improvement can not
provide higher software system products without
of the support of the verification and validation
techniques [19, 46, 50 ].This means that
verification and validation techniques are
focusing on defect detection , preventing and
avoiding defects within the software system
.Also we can say that software testing applied
to many software organization but it not enough
to prove that the software system contains no
defects . Because the use of software testing is to
show the presence of bugs [2, 19, 53, 59]. The
research presented in this thesis suggest that in
order to avoid larger number of burgs to the
software products there is need of apply
verification and validation processes as soon as
possible[1, 11, 13, 15,19,49] . And doing so the
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higher quality software will be delivered to the
customer and within short time [8, 40].
Domain of this thesis presented in this paper is
software engineering area and help the software
engineering companies or organization
to
improve the quality of the software systems.
Through the use of the software verification and
validation processes[1,8,6]to improve the
software process and to make sure that the
higher quality of the software products are
delivered to the customer within the locate
number of time and focus on the market
demands[2,19,37].Also the end user must trust
the software system that are going to use. The
involvement of customers at the early stage of
the software development give them confidence
of what system their going to use and it is easy
to trust the system delivering it from the
developers[54,60].
Research presented in this thesis explains the
current application of the verification and
validation techniques to the software process
improvement. Considering this situation we have
discussed the different existing validation and
verification techniques from different literature
sources [1,2,10,15,56] . we have been using the
comparison approach for some
existing
verification and validation techniques like
software inspection, software code review ,
software testing and software design review .
We have made experimentation for deriving
the results of this research , this done as the
project study using the person software process
approach (PSP) [3,19]. And the results presented
in the form of the graphs a lot of information
can be analyzed from the graphs of the results
obtained .
The major conclusion is that there is a need
of using the verification and validation
techniques in order to improve the software
process and to obtain the quality software
products [8, 27,53]. In this research paper we
suggested to use the verification and validation
that help to avoid failure of the software
projects and help the software development
organization to manage and see the progress of
the software products that they need to develop
.And as well as the early determination of the
software project failure or success can be
visualized as soon as the software development
starts [33,51,60].
We have been discussed the use of the
software metrics also we discussed how software
metrics helps the software development
organization to control and measure what the
want to produce [22, 23, 30, 35, 38, 50].

7. Future work
Research presented in this theses in future
we are going to focus on the Verification and
Validation techniques that will help
the
software process improvement when there is
change of functionality of the requirements of
the software system. Through literature survey
of many literature source as the methods used in
this theses. We came to know that
it is
importance for the one Verification and
Validation to be flexible due to changes of the
software requirements during the software
development. Therefore this research in future
will address the use of Verification and
Validation approaches that will solve this
problem.
We will address how the adaptability of
Verification and Validation should be done in
order to limit the failure of the software
operation when any change of the software
requirement occur . It is true that many software
Verification and Validation process applied in
software process but some are not flexible.
Therefore this Research in future will focus
on how the
Verification and Validation
process that will be able to adapt the changes
of the software functionality or requirements.
Also this research present in this thesis in
future will be going to focus on how the
addition of the some processes will be help the
Verification and Validation techniques existing
today to be flexible and adjustable when the
functionality changes during the software
development . This adaptation of the use of
Verification and Validation activities to the
software improvement that this research will
going
to address in future will be done
according to the functionality of the system
and what the software product are required to
be produced . Also this will focus on the
general risks that can be occur during the use
of the software Verification and Validation
techniques during for software development
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software program ,and the percentage of the of
the planning time that used during the software
program development . This appendix show the
examples of the results after the final program
development using the software process
improvement(PSP) .This research is not a full
implementation but this results
from the
experiment is used to support this thesis basing
on the use of the Verification and Validation
techniques for the software process improvement
. Using the information that obtains from the
graphs obtained after recording the input
information in form of the database. .And
through the use of the software metrics like
time metrics , testing , design metrics for the
software process improvement . Therefore the
results presented in form of graphs of the
time spend for the each phase will provide
information can be useful for the improving
the software process later on .Basing on the
past software project . Using information’s
obtained from the graphs also will help the
software verification and validation process
when taking place for checking the software
products if developed correct or not.
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10. Appendix
This appendix includes the general materials
that used to support the results obtained from the
research Presented in this thesis.
A. The experimentation part in this paper
conducted by following the Personal software
process approach where several software
program developed using the different metrics
like time metrics , design metrics , Testing
metrics , Code review Metrics , Design Review
Metrics and etc.
B. Experimentation done also analyze number
of defects injected and Removed from each
phase of the software development from
software analysis to the Testing Phase and data
basing on the Time used for each phase and
defect where recorded by following the allocated
Metrics [61].
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C. All data used for developing different number
of the of software program where recorded and
stored in form of database record and after the
final development of the number of the different
program. We obtained the results from the data
we recorded in form
the database. where
analyzed in the form of the graphs and the
conclusion where obtained through the use of
the Verification and Validation techniques for
the software process improvement.
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Graph 5. The above graph show percentage of
time used to compile program (1-8). Using the
Personal Process improvement approach
(PSP) .But the zero is also showing in this
graph because we have total eight programs.
This means program (09) was not developed
in this experiment. Therefore no data
recorded for its compile time [61].

D. Generally basing on the Research Question
of this research Presented in this Thesis the
experiment of the software engineering project
done to provide real example of how the
Verification and Validation techniques are
more important for improving the quality of
the software products[61].
E: This appendix include the graphs that show
the results of the percentage of the testing
and compiling time of the software programs ,
percentage of the time that used to test the
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experiment. Therefore no data recorded for
its compile and test time [61].
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Graph 6, the above graphs show the time in
percentage .Used to test each of the programs
(1-8] during the software program
development using the personal software
process improvement approach. But the zero
is also showing in this graph because we have
total eight programs. This means program
(09) was not developed in this experiment.
Therefore no data recorded for its testing time
[61].
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Graphs 8, The above graphs show the
percentage planning time that indicated for
the development of software program( 1-8 )
Using the Personal
software Process
improvement (PSP). But the zero is also
showing in this graph because we have total
eight programs. This means program (09) was
not developed in this experiment. Therefore
no data recorded for its planning time [61].
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Note these above given graphs were calculated
automatically through the automated excel
sheets. The calculation of data is starting from
planning phase to the testing phase, in the
graphs. In the graphs the data is showing about
the eight different programs. And also how much
time taken to develop these programs, are also
showing in these graphs during the planning,
testing and compiling. These graphs are
explaining the result that how much
programmer/developer improved his/her skills.
But the zero is also showing in each graph on
nine number programs because we have total
eight programs. This means program (09) was
not developed in this experiment [61].
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Graph7, The above graphs shows the actual
development percentage time of compiling
and testing
each of the software programs
(1-8) using Personal software approach .But
the zero is also showing in this graph because
we have total eight programs. This means
program (09) was not developed in this
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